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Abstract Considering the predictions from the standard model of particle
physics coupled with experimental results from particle accelerators, we discuss a scenario in which from the infinite possibilities in the Lie groups we use
to describe particle physics, nature needs only the lower dimensional representations − an important phenomenology that we argue indicates nature is code
theoretic. We show that the “quantum” deformation of the SU (2) Lie group
at the 5th root of unity can be used to address the quantum Lorentz group
and gives the right low dimensional physical realistic spin quantum numbers
confirmed by experiments. In this manner we can describe the spacetime symmetry content of relativistic quantum fields in accordance with the well known
Wigner classification. Further connections of the 5th root of unity quantization with the mass quantum number associated with the Poincaré Group and
the SU (N ) charge quantum numbers are discussed as well as their implication
for quantum gravity.
Keywords Quantum Groups · Quantum Gravity · Quantum Information ·
Particle Physics · Quasicrystals · Fibonacci Anyons

1 Introduction
One of the key ideas of modern physics, which is present in the construction
of the standard model of particle physics, is the concept of a field, which is a
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representation of a Lie group. In this framework of quantum field theory, spin
and mass arise via the representation theory of the Poincaré group. Charge
is associated with internal gauge symmetry, the electric charge with the U (1)
Lie group and the color charge with SU (3), for example. The reason as to
why some group representations such as those associated with spacetime, i.e.
the Poincaré group, are realized in nature and others are not is thus open for
debate.
Physical principles inferred from observed phenomena serve as a roadmap
in constructing fundamental physical theories. For example, the equivalence
principle served as an important step in the development of general relativity;
the uncertainty principle helped in the development of quantum mechanics;
gauge symmetry principles and the principle of least action are important in
the construction of quantum field theories; and the holographic principle is
relevant in the context of string theory and the AdS/CFT correspondence [1,
2]. The holographic principle is meaningful in this context as it stems from
the open problem of quantizing spacetime and gravity along with the quest
for unification of fundamental quantum fields. The holographic principle was
proposed from logical considerations of physical phenomena associated with
gravitational collapse and led to the conclusion that physics at the Planck scale
is constrained to be lower dimensional and to possess finite degrees of freedom.
Physics at the Planck scale can imply a violation and/or generalization of
established principles like the uncertainty principle and Lorentz invariance
[3–9]. In order to probe this ultimate scale of spacetime, new insights and
fundamental principles must be realized [10–13].
In this context we discuss a quantizing principle for quantum gravity that
is deeply correlated to the Lie algebraic basis of particle physics constrained
by particle accelerator experiments, with the purpose of non-arbitrarily deriving our Planck scale code theoretic restrictions and degrees of freedom. We
use the proposed code theoretic principle [14] to explain the phenomenological
constraints in the representations of a Lie group. A physical spatiotemporal code is defined as: (1) a finite set of symbolic objects, (2) ordering rules
and (3) syntactical freedom, (4) for the purpose of expressing meaning, i.e.,
self-referential physical meaning. In connection with the free will theorem [15]
and strong free will theorem [16], the code theoretic principle states that nature is, at the fundamental level, a physical spatiotemporal code computing
itself, which is a different ontological starting point from either randomness
or determinism. The requirement of syntactical freedom for the purpose of
expressing meaning brings the concept of free will choices within the code, a
concept whose philosophical implications we will not discuss here. Instead, we
will focus on aspects of representation theory of Lie groups connected with
the relativistic quantum fields in the attempt to clarify the need for this new
principle. A code theoretic physical principle, in agreement with results from
the experimental physics of particle accelerators, should advance in lock-step
with the existing body of fundamental physics derived from quantum information theory [17–22] − the digital physics paradigm, in particular − the idea
that reality is numerical at its core [14, 23–33]. The digital physics approach
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contemplates any numerical method of discretizing spacetime and action into
a finite set of values − the core physical philosophy of generalized quantum
theory extended to the regime of space and time [34]. In this paper, our postulate and assumptions are based on the digitalization or pixelization of physics
and aim to bring new insights within this field.
In the context of representation theory of Lie groups, the code theoretic
approach can be implemented by the “quantum” deformation of the SU (2)
Lie group at a root of unity [35]. This SU (2) quantum group can be used as
a building block in addressing quantum deformations of large dimensional Lie
groups. We propose that when the deformation parameter is complex and a
5th root of unity we have the desired conditions to recover particle physics
phenomenology and fulfill the code theoretic principle.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the concept of
physical codes with two practical examples. In Section 3 we discuss elements of
the representation theory of the Poincaré group, suggesting the necessity of a
code theoretic principle and its connections to quantum gravity, as well as the
requirement for a consistent quantization of this group to impose restrictions
on its representations. We present our conclusions in Section 4.

2 Physical Codes
The code theoretic concept appears in different fields such as computer science,
information theory, genetics, mathematics and linguistics [36]. Any language
is a code. Physical codes can be topological or geometrical. As mentioned in
the introduction, a physical spatiotemporal code is: (1) a finite set of symbolic
objects, (2) ordering rules and (3) syntactical freedom, (4) for the purpose
of expressing meaning, i.e., self-referential physical meaning. Let us clarify
the code theoretic concept with two examples, anyonic topological codes and
quasicrystalline codes.

2.1 Anyonic Topological Codes
For three-dimensional quantum systems, the exchange of two identical particles may result in a sign change of the wave function which can be used
to distinguish fermions from bosons. Two-dimensional quantum systems, on
the other hand, have much richer quantum statistical behaviors. It is possible
to assign an arbitrary phase factor, or even a whole unitary matrix, to the
evolution of the wave function where the states are called anyons [37–39]. To
describe a system of anyons, the usual approach is to list the species of anyons
in the system, also called the particle types, topological charges or simply labels. These are the “letters” or the finite set of symbolic objects of this code
− an anyonic topological code [37, 38, 40–42]. Then there are the so-called fusion rules [37, 38], which specify how these fundamental labels can be coupled.
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These rules are not deterministic and depending on the class of anyons1 we
are dealing with, there can be various degrees of freedom, which implement
the ordering rules and syntactical freedom2 . The last component of a code is
its function to express meaning, such as a specific quantum computation. It
is well known that some anyonic systems like the simple non abelian anyon −
the Fibonacci anyon − are capable of universal quantum computation [37, 38,
42]. Fibonacci anyon fusion rules are irreducibly simple and can be understood
in terms of the representation theory of Hopf algebras and quantum groups
− a generalization of Lie groups − especially the quantum SU (2)3 [40]. The
fusion rules for Fibonacci anyons are in this case:
1⊗1=0⊕1
0⊗1=1
1⊗0=1

(1)

where we make use of the spin label to express the representations. For example, the coupling between spin 1 representations − our code letters − gives
a spin 0 or a spin 1 representation. With this simple fusion rule and a small
number of representations it is possible to express universal quantum computations. If such topological codes existed in nature and were easy to artificially
create for technological applications to quantum computation, we should expect to see experimental evidence, like for example, both theoretical and experimental results reported in the literature of the fractional quantum hall
effect [37, 38,44].

2.2 Quasicrystalline Codes
A quasicrystal is a structure that is ordered but not periodic. It has long-range
quasiperiodic translational order and long-range orientational order. It has a
finite number of prototiles or “letters” as its finite set of symbolic objects and
it has a discrete diffraction pattern indicating order but not periodicity. An example of spatiotemporal codes naturally occurring in nature are quasicrystals
such as DNA, which Schrödinger called aperiodic crystals [45], and various
metallic quasicrystals [46–49]. Quasicrystalline codes are dynamic geometrical spatiotemporal codes based on the first principles of Euclidean projective
geometry.
1 Note that the fusion rules for Fibonacci anyons we are discussing here seem similar to
the fusion rules for the Ising model, which in turn, represent just one particular example of a
rational conformal field theory [41, 43]. The key property of these theories is that they have
a finite number of primary fields when the representations of the infinite dimensional 2D
conformal group are constructed out of the highest weight states labeled by rational values
of the central charge (related to the highest weight vector). These theories can thus provide
a large number of codes in the sense discussed here.
2 See equation (1) for the precise meaning of syntactical freedom which is expressed in
the rule 1 ⊗ 1 = 0 ⊕ 1.
3 See Section 3.1.
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Mathematically, there are three common ways of generating a quasicrystal: the cut-and-project method (projection of an irrational slice of a higher
dimensional crystal) [46], the dual grid method [46], and the Fibonacci grid
method [50]. Finite quasicrystals can be constructed by matching rules and it
is interesting that a given set of local interactions or matching rules enforces
a quasiperiodic ground state to express a physical object such as the metallic quasicrystals observed so far. Quasicrystals were discovered via synthesis
in 1982 and first reported in 1984 [51]. Around 300 or so quasicrystals have
been synthesized since then in addition to those found in nature. All of these
quasicrystals can be understood as projections of higher dimensional lattices
such as the pure mathematical four dimensional Elser-Sloane quasicrystal [52,
53], which is a cut-and-projection of the E8 lattice. The simplest quasicrystals possible are the 1D class with only two letters or lengths, such as the
two length Fibonacci chain [46, 47]. The Penrose tiling, a 2D quasicrystal, is
a network of 1D quasicrystals. 3D quasicrystals, such as a 3D Penrose tiling
(Ammann tiling) are networks of 2D quasicrystals, which are each networks of
1D quasicrystals, mainly partially deflated Fibonacci chains that generate additional length based letters other than the primary two of the Fibonacci chain
quasicrystal. Accordingly, the irreducible building blocks of all quasicrystals
are 1D quasicrystals. Physically, the “letters” of these 1 + n dimensional spatiotemporal codes can be seen as lengths between vacant or occupied energy
wells. A 1D quasicrystal can have any finite number of letters. However, the
minimum is two. The Fibonacci chain is the quintessential 1D quasicrystal.
Let us explicitly show the 1D quasicrystal construction that can be generated by an iterative process. We start with the two words, W0 = L, where
L equals the longer length in a concrete 1D quasicrystal made of distances
between neighboring atoms, and W1 = LS, where S is the shorter length.
Let Wn = Wn−1 Wn−2 be the concatenation of the previous two words. A
explicit Fibonacci chain takes the form Wn = LSLLSLSLLSLLS.... Alternatively, one can start with W0 = L and apply the following substitution rules
to iterate one word Wn to the next Wn+1
L → LS
S → L.

(2)

The following rules are also valid:
L → SL
S → L.

(3)

The rules for creating the Fibonacci chain Wn prohibit the formation of certain
non-syntactically legal sub-words. For instance, there cannot be three consecutive L’s appearing in Wn nor can there be two S’s next to each other. So LLL
and SS break the code rules and are not valid Fibonacci chains. Furthermore,
if one section of the code has LL the next letter must be S. Likewise, an S
must always be followed by an L. After four iterations, for example, we can
have two different legal words following one of the substitution rules above −
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LSLLSLSL or LSLSLLSL. If we want to build the Fibonacci chain quasicrystal LSL(LS or SL)LSL directly, we have the freedom to choose the words in
the middle by the cut-and-project method using the concepts of cut-window
and empire-window [47]. This exemplifies the syntactical freedom and therefore the code theoretic nature of quasicrystal languages. These code theoretic
substitution rules are of the same form as Fibonacci anyons fusion rules. And,
as with the fusion rules, the substitution rules are exceedingly simple and
possess spatiotemporal syntactical degrees of freedom to express higher level
emergent physical meaning, such as the experimentally measured macro-scale
ground states of real atomic quasicrystals.
A promising line of research is studying the role of quasicrystals in the
representation theory of Lie groups [54–58]. Specifically, a quasicrystal is a
cut-and-projection of a slice of a higher dimensional lattice that can correspond to the root vector polytope and lattice of a given Lie algebra. It is well
known [59] that the weights of any representation of a Lie algebra are invariant under the action of the Weyl group − the point groups symmetry of the
respective root lattice. The opportunity for using quasicrystalline codes for
particle physics models lies in generalizations of the Weyl group to Coxeter
(reflection) groups [60], which include the noncrystallographic groups − the
symmetry point group of quasicrystals. The noncrystallographic groups, however, can be used to construct some of the Weyl groups [61]. There are two
primary advantages to using the geometry and algebra associated with such
projective transformations: (1) unlike the hyper-lattices from which they are
transformed, quasicrystals are non-local and non-deterministic codes playing
out dynamically and (2) they can exist in the more“physically realistic” lower
dimensions in which physics seems to play out.

The two physical spatiotemporal codes presented in sub-sections (2.1) and
(2.2) exemplify the idea of a code theoretical framework and they support the
argument that there is a code theoretic principle linked with the representation theory of Lie groups, as the aforementioned codes are closely related to
the representation theory of Lie groups. The anyonic topological codes are related to the representation theory of quantum groups − generalizations of Lie
groups. Quasicrystalline codes are related to the root lattices of Lie algebras.
The representation theory of Lie algebras is a foundational formalism used to
describe symmetries in nature. In the next section we focus on the Poincaré Lie
group to present the argument that the Planck scale quantum gravity regime
is a physical code in the strictest sense of the term.
It should be noted that there is confusion around the interpretation of
the results of string theory [62] and loop quantum gravity [63], mainly in the
view that the quantum gravity regime is a chaotic quantum foam, wherein the
challenge is to unravel the mechanisms that explain how order emerges from
chaotic noise. Alternatively, one may instead focus on understanding that the
quantum gravity scale should imply restrictions in spatiotemporal degrees of
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freedom to construct a new code theoretic discretized quantum field theory.
The challenge then is how to recover the continuum symmetries at the large
scale. If the code theoretic restrictions are merely arbitrary ad hoc restrictions,
such as those we build into computer simulations in order to limit the number
of the degrees of freedom to improve computational efficiency, we should not
be able to recover experimentally verified gauge symmetries that correspond
to the root vectors of higher dimensional Lie lattices and their associated
algebras. Therefore, in line with the holographic principle and modern particle
accelerator experiments, along with what our best fundamental theories show,
we should expect to find a code at the Planck scale that correlates directly
to these conserved gauge symmetry transformations. Pure randomness would
recede to an antiquated conjecture and the non-deterministic and non-local
behavior of physical codes would emerge to be a more physically realistic
approach to explain the evolution of the continually broken-symmetry offequilibrium world we observe.

3 Relativistic Quantum Fields and Representations of Lie groups
The quantum field theory of the standard model of particle physics associates
spin and mass quantum numbers with the Poincaré Lie group − the spin quantum number is associated with its Lorentz subgroup of rotations SO(1, 3) and
the mass quantum number with its subgroup of translations. So the Poincaré
group is needed for spin and mass. Charge (electric, color) is associated with
internal (gauge) groups of symmetry [64–67]. Spacetime symmetries are represented thus by the Poincaré group that contains SO(1, 3) generators plus
momentum generators. With focus on spin, the concept of relativistic fields
is that they are finite representations of the Lorentz group. Classifications of
these representations can be done with respect to their eigenvalues, in this
case, spin quantum numbers. A general matrix Λµν of SO(1, 3) possesses the
constraints detΛ = ±1 and Λ00 ≥ 1. This is the restricted Lorentz group
SO(1, 3). It is a class of transformations whose finite elements are generated
from infinitesimal transformations to the identity and, as a result, it is a Lie
group [59]. The matrix can be written as
1

Λ(w) = e 2 w

αβ

Σαβ

(4)

where wαβ are infinitesimal parameters and Σαβ are the generators4 . We can
rewrite the generators Σαβ in terms of generators of two independent SU (2)
subalgebras. To do this, first we rewrite the generators in terms of angular
momentum generators M i :
Mi =

1 ijk
ε Σjk ,
2

(5)

4 Spacetime indices like α, β, µ, ν run from 0 to 3 and the space indices i, j, k, run from
1 to 3, with the convention for the metric tensor being gµν = diag(1, −1, −1, −1).
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and the Lorentz boosts N i :
N i = Σ 0i .

(6)

Going then to a new basis with generators J i , Gi given by
Ji =


i
M i + iN i ,
2

(7)

and


i
M i − iN i ,
(8)
2
one can check that these two generators J i and Gi obey SU (2) Lie algebra
commutation relations:
 i j
J , J = iεijk J k ,
 i j
G , G = iεijk Gk ,
 i i
J , G = 0.
(9)
Gi =

Therefore, we can see from (9) that the Lorentz group representations can
be written from these two complex SU (2) representations with independent
generators J i , Gi . SO(1, 3) decomposes, as a direct sum, to
SO(1, 3) = SU (2)J ⊕ SU (2)G .

(10)

The need for complexification comes from the fact that the Lorentz group is
non compact and allows one to work with the well known representation theory
of SU (2), which is compact. In particular, for each subalgebra SU (2) there is
a Casimir operator J i J i , Gi Gi , commuting with each element of the algebra
and with eigenvalues j(j + 1), g(g + 1), j, g ∈ 0, 21 , 1, 32 , 2, .... Being invariants,
its eigenvalues are conserved and so they provide good quantum numbers to
index the representations of SO(1, 3) by pairs (j, g) with eigenvalues j(j + 1)
and g(g + 1). The total spin of the representation (j, g) is given by s = j + g
and its dimension by dim(j, g) = (2j + 1)(2g + 1).
For the Poincaré group as a whole we need to include the generators of
spacetime translations P µ together with the Lorentz generators Σµν and the
algebra is
[Pµ , Pν ] = 0,
[Σαβ , Pµ ] = −i (gαµ Pβ − gβµ Pα ) ,
[Σαβ , Σµν ] = (gαν Σβµ + gβµ Σαν − gαµ Σβν − gβν Σαµ ) .

(11)

In this case there are two Casimir invariants, Pµ P µ and Wµ W µ , where W µ =
1 µναβ
Pν Σαβ is the Pauli-Lubanski four-vector operator. These operators act
2ε
in the representations with eigenvalues m2 and −m2 s(s + 1), respectively.
According to the well known Wigner classification [67], relativistic particles
are associated with the Poincaré group and the relativistic fields with the
Lorentz group.
Let us consider several examples of irreducible representations in the case
of the Lorentz group:
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• The representation (0, 0), with spin 0, is the representation of the scalar
field.
• The representation ( 12 , 0) corresponds to left-handed fermions. The dimension is 2, so the generators are 2 × 2 matrices, which act on objects with
2 complex components, the Weyl spinors, and can describe, for example,
massless neutrinos.
• The representation (0, 12 ) is analogous, with the spinors being right-handed.
• The representation ( 12 , 0) ⊕ (0, 12 ) has dimension 4 and can describe the
electron and positron.
• The representation ( 12 , 12 ) has dimension 4, where one is the degree of freedom associated with spin 0, a scalar field, and 3 are from spin 1, a vector
field. The two fields are the components of the 4 vector field used to describe bosons such as the photon. Interestingly, the framework of gauge
theory makes use of this large gauge symmetry object to describe the two
degrees of freedom of the photon. This is because the decomposition (10)
is not fully relativistic, which results in some representations having more
degrees of freedom than are physically realistic. The elimination of these
spurious degrees of freedom is part of the motivation and power of gauge
symmetry unification physics [64–66].
So far, just spin 0, 12 and 1 have experimental support and mathematical
consistency with local relativistic quantum field theory [68]. Spin 32 and spin 2
are expected to be physically realistic when gravity is included in the picture,
but for now they appear only in theoretical extensions of the standard model.
For higher spin representations, on the other hand, there is little hope for
experimental evidence.
With this compact description of representation theory of the Poincaré
group and especially its SO(1, 3) subgroup, we are prepared to put forth our
argument. Restricting our attention to one SU (2) in (10) we realize that just
spin 0, 12 and 1 appear in the experimentally validated predictions of the standard model of particle physics and we can point out theoretic support for
this restriction with the Weinberg-Witten theorem [68]. This realization that
nature needs only the lower dimensional representations from the infinite possibilities in one SU (2) is important phenomenology that indicates nature is
code theoretic. Like in the physical codes discussed in Section (2), in this representation theory constrained by physics, we have a few letters labeled by the
lower spins (specific representations), fusion rules given by the recoupling theory of SU (2), and the freedom in how these representations can be coupled to
express physical meaning, in this case, the relativistic quantum fields observed
in nature. The challenge consists in implementing the code theoretic principle in a mathematically consistent way so that we can predict the physically
realistic representations and how they are coupling in a physically realistic
code theoretic manner. We can elucidate clues from the so-called quantization of Lie groups at roots of unity. Moreover, we can use two quantizations of
SU (2) at roots of unity in order to address the quantum Poincaré group. With
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this “quantization” the representation theory of spacetime symmetry can be
restricted to a few sets of representations with well defined fusion rules.
3.1 Quantum SO(1, 3) at the 5th root of unity
With the understanding of elementary particles as irreducible representations
of the Poincaré group, it is natural to formulate a quantum field theory based
on a quantum Poincaré group, i.e., on quantized spacetime [35, 69–71]. Quantum groups are deformations on Hopf algebras, which allow generalizations
of Lie groups and Lie algebras [35, 72–74]. These deformations on Hopf algebras depend on a deformation parameter q. When q is a real parameter, the
representation theory is the same as the classical group. If we allow q to have
arbitrary complex values, the q-deformed universal enveloping algebra becomes
complex with non-unitary representations. However, in the special case where
q is a complex root of unity,5 there are new types of representations helpful in
achieving the desired restrictions on the classical representations discussed in
Section 3. To fulfill this objective we require a consistent theory that allows
for only the aforementioned physically realistic representations that have been
experimentally confirmed to appear in the fusion rules. For example, for q, a
complex root of unity, only a specific set of representations, delimited by the
specific root, are irreducible and unitary.
2iπ
For SU (2)q , where q = e 5 is the 5th root of unity, it is possible to
find unitary irreducible representations, which agree with the classical ones
that are physically realistic; these are the lower dimensional ones discussed in
the previous section, spin 0, spin 12 , spin 1 and spin 32 , the other ones being
indecomposable and non unitary. To show this we will focus on just SU (2)J
in the decomposition (10). The second, SU (2)G , is analogous. We can define
raising and lowering operators as in the theory of angular momentum from (7)
J± = J1 ± iJ2 ,

(12)

with
[J3 , J± ] = ±J±
[J+ , J− ] = 2J3 .

(13)

We can then introduce the deformation generator
J = q J3 .

(14)

The SU (2)q algebra, which is over the complex numbers, is generated by the
three operators J , J±
J − J −1
q − q −1
±2
= q J± ,

[J+ , J− ] = 2
J J± J −1

(15)

5 In the case of a complex root of unity q, the q-deformed universal enveloping algebra of
SU (2) for example, Uq (SU (2)) or for short SU (2)q is a modular fusion category [37].
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where the limit q → 1 reproduces the classical algebra6 (13). There are significant new features of quantum group symmetry whose role in gauge and code
theory we will explore in future work. For example, there are more invariants
than the Casimir invariant (more quantum numbers) and the co-multiplication
is not commutative, allowing braid theory to be employed [35].
Here we focus on the restriction we have achieved with the allowed irreducible representations. This relative representation theory is well understood
[35, 75]. There are two types of representations, the so-called nilpotent representations, for which the classical analogous irreducible representations are
also well defined, and the cyclic representations, which do not have a classical
analogue. We will focus on the nilpotent representations, which have a classical
analogue. However, just the ones in a specific range of spins are admissible.
For this specific situation of the 5th root of unity,7 the admissible

spins are
π(2j+1)
q
3
1
/sin π5
j = 0, 2 , 1, 2 , their quantum dimension is given by dj = sin
5
and its composition of representations follow the following fusion rules:
0⊗j =j
3
3
⊗j = −j
2
2
1 1
⊗ =0⊕1
2 2
1
1 3
⊗1= ⊕
2
2 2
1 ⊗ 1 = 0 ⊕ 1.

(16)

This fusion algebra together with the equivalent one for the second SU (2)G in
the decomposition of the Lorentz group gives us a quantization of this group
at the 5th root of unity at least in this non-relativistic sector8 with representations (j, g) limited to j, g ∈ 0, 21 , 1, 32 and the fusion rules in (16). Of
these, the only representations that have not been observed yet are the ones
involving 23 . One important result we can highlight here is that the physics of
the fundamental building blocks − spin 21 and spin 1 − does not necessarily
distinguish the classical algebra (13) from the quantum one (15). This can
be seen using an explicit matrix representation with the usual Pauli matrices σi . For the classical algebra this is straightforward, and for the quantum
one we can write for example the right side of the first equation in (15) as
6 For arbitrarily large roots of unity, we can write q using a small complex number ,
q = e and we can formally expand to first order J = q J3 = 1 + J3 + O(2 ) and write
q = 1 + . In doing so we can recover (13). Accordingly, with the 5th root of unity, we avoid
the classical situation with its non-physically realistic infinite representations.
7 See for example chapter 6 in reference [35].
8 As mentioned earlier in this section, this sector is relevant in describing the spin degree
of freedom. The implication is that there are spurious degrees of freedom in the ordinary
gauge field description, which are important in the usual construction of gauge theories,
such as the spin 0 present in ( 12 , 12 ). Here, the spin 0 is implied by the fusion rule. From the
point of view of the anyonic topological code discussed in Section (2), this allows for the
desired freedom in the code.
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  2πi

2πi
2πi
2πi
e 5 σ3 − e− 5 σ3 / e 5 − e− 5 and then one can show that this is equal
to σ3 . The same can be shown for spin 1 with a rescaling of J+ , J− . The two
symmetries are almost equivalent at the level of spin 21 and spin 1, but the
5th root of unity quantization symmetry avoids the non-physical higher dimensional representations. The hope is that a full quantization of the Lorentz
group at the 5th root of unity will give us the correct representations that are
experimentally observed and will allow predictions of possible new ones. In
other words, we expect the full quantization of the Poincaré group to give us
the correct standard model masses and possibly new masses beyond standard
model physics. This full quantization with a deformation parameter being a
complex root of unity was done in the context of κ-deformed symmetries [76].
The deformation parameter’s restriction to the 5th root of unity is under investigation.


Thus far, we have discussed spacetime symmetries, but this same 5th root
of unity quantization of SU (2) can help us understand restrictions on the representation theory of charge space. The weak charge is described by SU (2) and
the color charge by SU (3) Lie groups. Following the well known Cartan-Weyl
basis description of Lie algebras, representation theory of SU (3) can be understood in terms of SU (2) sub-group representations [77]. The SU (2)q at the 5th
root of unity restricts those representations to the ones that are experimentally
verified − the lower dimensional “fundamental” and “adjoint” representations.
We can emphasize that yet another motivation for these restrictions imposed
by the 5th root of unity quantization is given by the covariant loop quantum
gravity quantization of general relativity. The Hilbert space that results from
this quantization is described by spin network quantum amplitudes, a spin network being essentially an interaction network of SU (2) representations [63].
Transition amplitudes for quantum geometries can be computed taking into
account only the representations that have a counterpart in the field/particle
matter content in a consistent way with the aforementioned 5th root of unity
quantization. These results will be presented in an upcoming paper.
It is remarkable that we can recover the quantum symmetry SU (2)q at the
5th root of unity in different models of quantum gravity and particle physics
unification. In these approaches, q is considered to be an arbitrary complex root
of unity, which, of course, means the 5th root of unity solution9 is included and
supports our discussion here. For example, SU (2)q appears in the quantization
of string theory on a group manifold [78], with a focus on the SU (2) group, and
string-net models of gauge field emergence [79]. It also appears throughout the
so-called quantum group conformal field theory duality [43] and in topological
quantum field theory [80, 81]. In quantum gravity it defines a special base for
the Hilbert space of loop quantum gravity, which is one of the promising ways

9 Since in our approach we use the Fibonacci anyon theory and the fusion rules of spin 1
(with quantum dimension equal to the golden ratio φ), which resemble the known Fibonacci
sequence fusion rules, also connected with properties of the golden ratio, we can simply call
this solution phi-field.
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of achieving quantum spin networks linked with the cosmological constant [63,
82–85].

4 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented several results supporting the idea that there
is a code theoretic principle correlated with the physical realization of representations of Lie groups, in particular the Poincaré group. This indicates that
quantizations of spacetime must respect a special kind of quantum symmetry
implemented as a code made of a small set of representations of its symmetry group, each with specific fusion rules and syntactical degrees of freedom
that express physical meaning in the form of quantum fields at large scales.
In line with quantum information and digital physics principles applied to
spacetime, the code theoretic framework is a novel and logical approach with
potential to bring new advances in quantum gravity and unification physics.
The usual manner in which relativistic theory relates mass, energy and geometry, together with the conceptual manner in which quantum mechanics
integrates information in the description of fundamental physical systems, can
be improved by including computations in a code theoretic framework.
In this study we presented one initial quantization of the Lorentz subgroup
of the Poincaré group at the 5th root of unity, at the level of its Lie algebra,
by using the usual decomposition in terms of two complex SU (2) Lie algebras. The 5th root of unity quantization provides the spin quantum numbers
needed to describe the known elementary particles following the usual Wigner
classification of relativistic fields, which maps these mathematical objects −
the representations of the symmetry group − to the physical fields. With the
classical symmetry there are infinite representations and so one would expect
infinite types of fields, which are not observed. The 5th root of unity quantization representations match the observed fields associated with spin 1 and spin
1
2 , being in this case almost equivalent to the classical ones. This also emphasizes the importance of the “fundamental” and “adjoint” representations of
the charge groups SU (2) and SU (3). The irreducible representations are the
lower dimensional ones that appear in the few tensor products in the fusion
rules (16).
Furthermore, we point out the fundamental importance of a full quantization of the Poincaré group with a special emphasis on the 5th root of unity. We
stress another development, which is the subject of our ongoing work: the implication of quantum symmetry to the internal group of symmetries associated
with charge via the elimination of spurious degrees of freedom, which relate
to the spin representations that are not fully relativistic, while at the same
time giving the correct observed spectrum. The root lattices, which appear in
representation theories of Lie groups, allow one to build quasicrystalline codes
at lower dimensions where the building blocks are representations of these
groups, in agreement with the code theoretic principle discussed herein − a
quasicrystalline spin network.
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This study opens many directions of research, one of which is to investigate
in detail the unitary irreducible representations of the full quantum Poincare
group for complex q at a 5th root of unity. Moreover, since the root lattices
of the unification groups SU (5), SO(12) and E8, which encode information
of representations of these Lie groups, can be projected to the quasicrystals
associated with the non crystallographic Coxeter groups H2, H3 and H4,
respectively [57, 55], one can investigate the quasicrystalline representations of
these unification groups and their correlation with the quantization described
here. In a quantum gravity context, a deeper analysis of the spin network
transition amplitudes is needed, in particular the geometric interpretation of
the spin network constrained to the 5th root of unity quantization.
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